Computational neuroscience has been widely used in fiber optic sensor signal output. This paper introduces a method for processing the Surface Roughness Fiber Optic Sensor output signals with a radial basis function neural network. The output signal of the sensor and the laser intensity signal as the light source are added to the input of the RBF neural network at the same time, and with the ability of the RBF neural network to approach the non-linear function with arbitrary precision, to achieve the nonlinear compensation of the sensor and reduction of the effect of changes in laser output light intensity at the same time. The Surface Roughness Fiber Optic Sensor adopting this method has low requirements on the stability of the output power of laser, featuring large measuring range, high accuracy, good repeatability, measuring of special surfaces such as minor area, and the bottom surface of holed etc. The measurements were given and various factors that affect the measurement were analyzed and discussed.
Introduction
Surface roughness is one of the most important parameters for monitoring the machining process and workpiece quality.
Although the current profiler can accurately detect surface roughness, it is not suitable for on-line measurement and control in automatic manufacturing, and destructive contact measurement is often not allowed for superfinishing [1, 2] . For this reason, people have been trying to develop non-contact photoelectric methods and devices to measure surface roughness. Although the Intensity Modulated Fiber Optic Sensor (IM-FOS) has the advantages of simple structure and low cost, the drift of the light intensity of light source and some interference light have a great influence on the signal stability of the sensor.
If this effect can be effectively eliminated and the measurement signal is sufficiently stable, the application prospect of this kind of sensor will be broad. The Intensity Modulated Fiber Optic Sensor (IM-FOS) will measure the surface roughness based on the principle of scattering, so the measurement is not only related to the processing quality of the workpiece, but also directly related to the cleanliness degree of workpiece surface [3] . Therefore, to measure the surface roughness by the electro-optical method, the cleaning of the workpiece surface must be standard, which is essential to ensure the repeatability of the measurement. we give the training of neural network. In the last section we draw the conclusion over our research.
Working principle of optical fiber displacement sensor
In When the measured surface is gradually away from the fiber optic probe, the area for the send fiber illuminating the measured surface becomes larger [4, 5] .
As a result, the illuminated area on the 
The training of neural network
The surface roughness of the parts is random; the main reason is that different machining methods lead to different inherent geometric 
Since Equation 2 is a nonlinear function, Equation 3 must also be non-linear, and it cannot be expressed in analytical form, but it can be approximated by RBF neural network,
so as to achieve non-linear compensation and reduce the impact of laser output power change. To achieve the approximation of The difference between U and the expected numberRa is used to adjust the weight W of the network, so that U constantly approaches Ra,
Where X is a given small positive number.
RFB Artificial neural network sample training model
In Table 1 , Ra is the calibrated surface roughness value, p represents the fluctuation of the laser output power, (the presence of p will cause change to the light intensity IO), the output of sensor in front of the neural network processor, U is the output of the RBF neural network. It can be seen from Table 1 that there is a nonlinear relationship between Uri and Ra, moreover, with change to the laser output Figure 5 . Training of RBF neural networks =f (I0) Ui (1) ( ) power, Uri will also change and cause error. 
BP Artificial neural network sample training model
The GRIN fiber lens is kept perpendicular to the test piece and the distance is 500 microns.
It is monitored with an optical power meter so that optical power of 300 microwatts enters the GRIN fiber lens by a semiconductor laser (wavelength of 1300 nanometers). 4 standard blocks are tested 10 times within half an hour.
The intensity of reflected light is shown in Table   2 . To get the test results of the neural network, the experimental data in Table 1 is sent to the neural network for training. The BP algorithm was used to determine the weights after nearly a thousand iterations. The system tested each of the four standard samples 10 times. The results are shown in Table 3 . It can be seen from the table that trained neural networks have strong recognition capabilities.
Conclusions
In this paper, with the ability of the neural network to approach non-linear functions with arbitrary precision, and the advantages of fast training speed, the output signal of the surface roughness fiber optic sensor and the laser output power signal as the light source are added to the input of the neural network at the same time, to achieve nonlinear compensation of the sensor and reduces the influence caused by the change to the laser output power. 
